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Abstract: A "mobile ad hoc network" (MANET) is an independent system of mobile routers and hosts connected by wireless links. The routers are open to move arbitrarily and organize themselves arbitrarily; thus, the network’s wireless topology may change rapidly and randomly. For data communication, we need a routing protocol that adapts to topology changes. In the collaborative MANET environment, practically any node can maliciously or greedily disrupt and deny communication of other nodes. In MANET Secure data transmission is one of the best issue. We are doing enhancement in the secure data transmission in MANET using trust based multipath routing protocols. Expecting the performance enhancement in Packet delivery ratio, End to end packet delay, Throughput of secure data transmission in comparison with existing similar routing protocols for MANET.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is of high research value and wide application prospects. Due to its mobility, dynamic topology, equivalence, self-organizing and other unique features, it has great advantages in emergency communications and military mobile communications. Routing is one of the core issues in mobile ad-hoc network. An effective routing mechanism will be helpful to extend the successful deployment of mobile adhoc network. There are various techniques available for secure data communication from source to destination in manet. In single route routing only single route is available in between source and destination by using that route we can send data from source to destination, but if that route is not available or if connection is failed then we cannot send data from one node to another. There are various routing protocols present in single routing. Multi route routing protocols are proposed based on the principle that higher performance can be achieved by recording more than one feasible route. Multipath routing has been explored in several different contexts. By implementing multipath routing, data forwarding can continue uninterrupted on other available routes without waiting for finding a new route even if the primary route fails data. In MANET, Multipath routing protocols are used to provide reliable communication as well as improve quality of service of ad hoc and mobile Network. Multipath routing allows the establishment of multiple routes between a pair of source and destination node in mobile ad hoc network. It is typically proposed in order to increase the reliability of data communication or to provide load balancing and has received more and more attentions.

II. RELATED WORK

This section analyzes all the existing methods to MANET environment. This method focuses on data security. The SMT (Secure Message Transmission) is well known protocol for data transmission [1]. It is used to maintain the data transmission against random malicious behavior of network nodes. SMT for secured data communication provides end to end secure and strong feedback mechanism. SMT uses an active path set comprising node disjoint paths, determined and deemed operational at the source for communication with a specific destination’s disperses each outgoing message, adding limited redundancy to the data and dividing the resultant information into no of pieces, which are transmitted across routes one piece per route.
SMR (Split Multi-path Routing) is open maximally node disjoint paths [5]. In this method routes are discovered on demand. When destination received RREQ (Route Request) packet, destination selects two multiple node disjoint paths and send RREP (Route Reply) packet towards source.

In Multipath DSR Protocol, this protocol uses multipath forwarding approach [11][6]. In this each node sends RREQ to other node if it is received from a different ROUTE, using this method we are able to identify or avoid misbehaving nodes. When node received RREQ packet it first checked whether it is processed previously if yes then it simply fall the packet.

In TDSR, Trust is calculated on the basis of direct trust and indirect trust [7]. In this if trust value of node is fall out of a acceptable threshold range that nodes are added to the blacklist. In this when node X send RREQ packet to neighboring node i.e. then Y checks its blacklist whether node X is in it or not, if not then Y forwards the packet towards other node.

In paper [12] using threshold value detect misbehavior of node using packet forwarding misbehavior algorithm. If node exceeds the threshold value then it is considered as a malicious node and if those below the threshold considered to be correctly behaving.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Communications in mobile ad hoc network has two phases i.e. route finding and secure data communication. These both phases focuses on data security.

3.1 Multiple Secure path Discovery

Multiroute routing consists of finding multiple routes between a source and destination node.

1.1.1 Trust calculation

Trust is an important aspect in mobile adhoc networks (MANET).

![Fig 1. Trust between nodes](image)

\[ T_{XY} = \frac{P_A}{P_P} \]

Where \( P_A \) represents the category packet acknowledgements that maintain a count of the number of packets that have been forwarded by a node. \( P_P \) represents the category packet precision, which preserves a count of the number of packets received correctly.

1.1.2 Path Discovery at Source Node

By Broadcasting RREQ packet, source initiates route discovery process. RREQ packet contains trust value field.

\[ \text{RREQ: [IPd, IPs, seq num]} || \text{p_trust} \]

(2)

after broadcasting the RREQ.
3.1.3 RREQ processing at intermediate nodes

Intermediate node forward the RREQ packet if it received from another node and it adds its trust value to RREQ packet for avoid route loop.

\[ p_{\text{trust}} = p_{\text{trust}} + T_{XY} \]  
\( (3) \)

3.1.4 RREP processing at intermediate nodes

Intermediate node receives the RREP packet if it received from another node and it adds its trust value to RREP packet for avoid route loop. It updates \( n_{\text{trust}} \) field as,

\[ n_{\text{trust}} = n_{\text{trust}} + T_{XY} \]  
\( (4) \)

3.1.5 RREP at destination node

In RREP, it contains two fields \( p_{\text{trust}} \) and \( n_{\text{trust}} \). RREP is

RREP: {IPs, IPd, seq num} || \( p_{\text{trust}} \) || \( n_{\text{trust}} \)  
\( (5) \)

3.1.6 Path decision at source node

After finding multiple routes between source and destination, we have to find best route which is trustworthy. When RREP packet reaches to the source node, it calculates route_trust which is the trust value associated with path

\[ \text{path}_{\text{trust}}_i = ((p_{\text{trust}} + n_{\text{trust}}) / 2) \]  
\( (6) \)

\[ (\text{path}_{\text{trust}})_{s,d} = \max (\text{path}_{\text{trust}}_i) \]  
\( (7) \)

Where \( i \) is trust value of \( i^{th} \) path.

Consider the following network,

\[ \text{Fig 2. Ad hoc network} \]

Consider S as a source node and D as destination node. Here source does not have the direct route towards destination. So first S initiates route discovery by sending RREQ to its neighbours. Let us consider RREQ packet reach at D by using route S-A-D. Each intermediate node modifies \( p_{\text{trust}} \) by adding trust value of the node from which it received the packet. \( p_{\text{trust}} \) value is,
\[ p_{\text{trust}} = T_{AS} + T_{DA} \]  \hfill (8)

Now RREP is sent from D to S from the path D-A-S. Now \( n_{\text{trust}} \) will also updated by intermediate nodes.
\[ n_{\text{trust}} = T_{AD} + T_{SA} \]  \hfill (9)
\[ \text{path}_{\text{trust}} = ((p_{\text{trust}} + n_{\text{trust}}) / 2) \]  \hfill (10)
\[ \text{path}_{\text{trust}}_{S,D} = ((T_{AS} + T_{DA} + T_{AD} + T_{SA}) / 2) \]  \hfill (11)

3.2  End to End data security

3.2.1 Encryption Process

Encryption is the process of encoding information in such a way that other cannot read it, but only official parties can. Message is divided, encrypted and forwarded through secure multiple paths. The proposed algorithm is an symmetric algorithm. Based on the length of the cipher key 10, 12, 14, round keys are generated. The input for this algorithm is 128-bit. Then key size is 16-bytes. Steps in encryption and decryption process is as follows,

![Encryption & Decryption Process diagram](image)

**Fig 3. Encryption & Decryption Process**
3.2.1.1 Substitute Byte Transformation
AES defines a 16*16 matrix of byte values called S box that contains a permutation of all possible 256 bit values. The leftmost 4 bits of the byte are used as a row value and rightmost 4 bits are used as a column value. These row and column values serve as indexes into the S-box to select a unique 8 bit output value.

3.2.1.2 ShiftRows Transformation
The first row of state is not altered. For the second row, a 1-byte circular left shift is performed. For the third row, a 2-byte circular left shift is performed. For the fourth row, a 3-byte circular left shift is performed.

3.2.1.3 Mix Columns Transformation
Each byte of a column is mapped into a new value that is a function of all four bytes in that column.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
02 & 03 & 01 & 01 \\
01 & 02 & 03 & 01 \\
01 & 02 & 03 & 01 \\
03 & 01 & 01 & 01
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
S_{0,0} & S_{0,1} & S_{0,2} & S_{0,3} \\
S_{1,0} & S_{1,1} & S_{1,2} & S_{1,3} \\
S_{2,0} & S_{2,1} & S_{2,2} & S_{2,3} \\
S_{3,0} & S_{3,1} & S_{3,2} & S_{3,3}
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
S'_{0,0} & S'_{0,1} & S'_{0,2} & S'_{0,3} \\
S'_{1,0} & S'_{1,1} & S'_{1,2} & S'_{1,3} \\
S'_{2,0} & S'_{2,1} & S'_{2,2} & S'_{2,3} \\
S'_{3,0} & S'_{3,1} & S'_{3,2} & S'_{3,3}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Fig 4. Mix Columns Transformation

3.2.1.4 AddRoundKey Transformation
This is the last step in algorithm. In AddRoundKey transformation, 128 bits of states are bitwise XORed with the 128 bits of the round key.

3.2.2 Decryption Process
Decryption is the reverse procedure of encryption.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

a. Metrics
To calculate the performance of the proposed method, we can use the following metrics:

End to End Delay: time taken by the data packets to reach their respective destination.

Throughput: It is the rate of successful packet delivery over a communication path.

V. CONCLUSION
In this proposed method, we can perform secure routing with the help of trust value of path, also we can provide security using security algorithm. In future it can be implemented in real time application with the help of end to end delay and throughput.
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